HPV Vaccine

This is from a Pub Med publication from our own Government’s National Institute of Health on autoimmune conditions arising from the HPV vaccine.

CONCLUSION:

We documented here the evidence of the potential of the HPV vaccine to trigger a life-disabling autoimmune condition. The increasing number of similar reports of post HPV vaccine-linked autoimmunity and the uncertainty of long-term clinical benefits of HPV vaccination are a matter of public health that warrants further rigorous inquiry.


Japan: It’s Official: Global, Coordinated HPV Research Fraud Involving CDC, WHO, GACVS & others

Japan pulled the HPV vaccine from their market after girls began suffering adverse reactions. Currently there is an investigation underway with regards to the safety of the HPV vaccine.

Dr. Sin Hang Lee, MD, former Associate Professor at Yale University and current Director of the Milford Molecular Diagnostics Laboratory ends his open-letter by building a scientifically sound summary on why the HPV vaccine is unsafe with 22 key peer-reviewed references.

“This brief review shows that there is a known molecular mechanism to explain why serious adverse reactions occur more often in people injected with HPV vaccines than with other vaccines, and why certain predisposed vaccines may suffer a sudden unexpected death as the result of Gardasil vaccination.” Dr. Sin Hang Lee, MD


Swedish Cover-up of HPV Vaccine Side Effects

Emerging on Swedish radio news over recent days have been revelations by a Swedish MPA scientist, Rebecca Chandler, who had been charged with running studies to investigate the risk of one particular side effect, Postural Tachycardia Syndrome (PoTS). This is a life-altering and debilitating condition characterised by orthostatic intolerance (the development of symptoms when upright that are relieved by lying down). Symptoms include headaches, fatigue, palpitations, sweating, nausea, fainting and dizziness and a greatly elevated heart rate when upright. A Danish study published earlier this year found that 60% of adolescent girls suffer from PoTS, the symptoms being initiated within hours of vaccination. The cluster of symptoms is increasingly being referred to among sufferers as Post-Gardasil Syndrome or PGS.
When news from Denmark revealed the extent of the PoTS cases linked temporally with Gardasil vaccination, the MPA decided—of all things—to terminate its trial. Rebecca Chandler, who was becoming increasingly convinced that PoTS was a significant side effect, objected. But the MPA wasn’t about to change its mind. Her sense of concern and disillusionment triggered her resignation from the MPA, and she has now blown the whistle on the events, despite this news not being broadcast through mainstream media channels.

http://anhinternational.org/2015/11/04/swedish-cover-hpv-vaccine-side-effects/